Kindercare Learning Center: Brentwood
Brentwood, CA | 925.513.4118
Program was rated in 2018–19 on the following:

**TEACHER-CHILD RELATIONSHIPS**
4
Scores high on providing:
- Emotional support
- An organized classroom
- Consistent schedules and routines
- Interactions that build vocabulary, critical thinking skills and curiosity
- Lessons that include children’s experiences and ideas

**ENVIRONMENT**
5
Rates highest on providing:
- A safe, clean, and enriching environment
- Good health practices
- A variety of activities, materials and play areas right for a child’s age

**CHILD SKILLS AND OBSERVATION**
The program is not yet focusing on this specific element.

**CHILD SKILLS AND OBSERVATION**
2
Observes how children are developing

**HEALTH & DEVELOPMENT**
2
Ensures children receive annual vision and hearing tests

**TEACHER TO CHILD RATIOS**
3
- Infant/Toddler: 3:12 ratio
- Toddler: 2:12 ratio
- Preschool: 2:24 ratio
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